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Leversen: "Geology of Petroleum"

\~. Francis: "Coal"

\~.F. Rogars: "Composition and Properties of Oil Uell
Drilling Fluids"

Landes: "Petroleum Geology of the United States"

Gatlin: "Petroleum Engineering"



OIL, GAS and COAL GEOLOGY
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(3 hours per week)

1) Formation of oiL

Theories of formation
Peirods of oiL formation
Chemistry of oi L

6 hours

2) Migration of oiL

Primary and secondary migration
Forces causing oiL movement
Factors infLuencing oiL movement
Porosity and PermeabiLity of rocks

3 hours

3) Entrapment of OiL

Co~ditions of deposition
StructuraL traps
FauLt Traps
SaLt PLugs
Stratigraphic traps
Sand bars, Reefs, Unconformity traps

6 hours

4) ExpLoration for

Gravity
r.1agnetic

Seismic

OiL & Gas 3 hours

appLication of these methods
in the search for oiL.

5) DriLLing of WeLLs 4 hours

Rotary driLLing equipment and dri LLing procedure
Casing and cementing of weLLs
Safety and antipoLLution devices
Preparation of the weLL for production

6) BorehoLe Surveys 3 hours

Resistivity
Radiation Logging
SeLf PotentiaL

7) DeveLopment and Production of an oiL or gas fieLd

Size of reservoir
WeLL spacing
Reservoir controL (Pressure, Gas/OiL/Ratio)
Production controL

6 hours



8) Secondary Recovery Methods 2 hours

Artificial lift (pumping)
Water, Gas injection
Thermal methods

9) Composition and Properties of drilling fluids 6 hours

Properties of drill muds
Types of drill muds
Water-Clay muds
Oil in Water muds

10) A term paper will be written on particular oil and gas
fields in North America.

1) Formation of Coal

Origin of Coal
- Carboniferous Stratigraphy

2 hours

2) Classification and Properties of Coal

Types of Coal
Composition of Coal
Petrology of Coal
Properties of Coal

4 hours

3) Underground Coal Mining Methods

Procedures and Equip~ent
Stresses around Mine openings
Roof control

2 hours

4) Strip Mining Methods

Procedure and Equipment
- Land Reclamation

1 hour

- - - --- - ----
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

GENERAL:

The student should be familiar with the principles of formation,

migration and entrapment of oil and gas.

He should be familiar with exploration methods for oil and gas

and should be knowledgeable in well drilling procedures and in

surveying methods associated with wells.

The student should be familiar with the structures of major

Canadian Oil Fields.

Further, the student should be familiar with the formation of

coal deposits and the classification and properties of coal. He

should possess a working knowledge of coal mining methods.

-- - - - ---
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A) The student should be able to describe theories of formation,
migration and entrapment of oil and gas.

5. Be able to describe primary and secondary migration of oil.

6. Be able to name geological conditions which permit the migration
of oil.

7. Be able to explain how buoyancy and hydrodynamic flow effect the
formation of oil pools.

8. Be able to show in sketches possibilities for oil entrapment.

B) The student should be familiar with the various types of Reservoir
Traps.

1. He should be able to name 4 essential elements of a petroleum
reservoir.

2. Be able to write a definition of Porosity.

3. Be able to write a definition of Permeability.

4. Be able to name values for good and poor porosity.

5. De able to describe methods of measuring porosity.

6. De able to give a sketch of a trap formed by a anticline.

7. De able to give a sketch of a trap fromed by a syncline.

8. Be able to give a sketch of a ~rap formed by a monocline.

9. De able to give a sketch of a trap formed by a buried hill.

10. Be able to give a sketch of traps formed by normal, reserve, and
thrust faults.

11. Be able to describe the characteristics of stratigraphic traps.

12. Be able to show a sketch and describe a shoestring trap.

13. Be able to show a sketch and describe an offshore bar.

14. De able to show a sketch and describe a channel filling.

15. Be able to show a sketch and describe traps formed by a porous
carbonate facies.

- -- --- --

1. He should be able to name conditions which could lead to the
formation of oil.

2. Be able to name and describe types of hydrocarbons.

3. Be able to name the organic source material for oil.

4. Be able to name processes by which organic matter can be
transferred into oil.



16.

18.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Be abLe to show a sketch and describe traps formed by organic
reefs.
Be able to aescrlce tne str'U\;t.ul'~:' UI ..ne IV~~"''''1''1:I , ~', .~~-_.
Leduc, Redwater, BeLcher, Norman WeLLs.

C) The student shouLd be famiLiar with expLoration methods for oiL
and gas.

1. Be abLe to name types of geophysicaL surveys used to detect
possibLe oiL and gas bearing structures.

Be abLe to describe seismic survey procedures adapted for oiL
expLoration.

2.

D) The student shouLd be famiLiar with dri LLing procedures and
methods of testing the formation.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Be abLe to name components of an oiL-driLLing rig.

Be abLe to show in a sketch the fLow sheet for driLL mud.

De abLe to describe the make up of the driLL string.

Be abLe to describe the procedure used to puLL the driLL string
out of the hoLe and the procedure to Lengthen the driLL string.

De abLe to name the functions of the driLL mud.5.
6. of driLL muds and name the

mud.

to specifications in the Laboratory.

to determine the properties of driLL

Be abLe to describe the types
appLications for each type of

~e abLe to make up driLL mud

To describe the methods used
mud.

Be abLe to measure the viscosity of mud by using the ~arsh FunneL,
a Doroid Viscometer.

7.
8.

9.

Be abLe to measure the density and shearstrength of driLL mud.

Be abLe to name the reason for cementing the weLLs.

Be abLe to describe the procedure used in cementing of weLLs.

Be abLe toname types of ELectric Logs.

Be abLe to describe methods of radiation Logging.

Be abLe to describe the procedure used to perform a DriLL Stem
Test.

Be abLe to describe the function of the equipment in a DriLL Stem
Test.

--
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E) The student should be familiar with production procedures in an
oi l field.

1. The student should be familiar with procedures used to take an
oil field into production.

2. The student should be familiar with variable of the formation
which effect well spacing.

3. Be familiar with Reservoir Control.

4. Be able to name primary recovery methods.

5. Be able to name and describe secondary recovery methods.

F) The student should be familiar wi'th the formation of coal deposits,
the classification and properties of coal and the mining methods.

1 .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8. Be able to describe the application of the Room and Pillar method
of mining coal.

9. De able to describe the Long-Front coal mining methods.

10. Be able to name and describe the function of equipment used for
coal mining.

11. Be able to show the stress distribution around mine openings.

12. Be able to name various methods of roof support.

13. Be able to name he lath hazards associated with the operation of
coal mines.

14. Be able to describe safety measures to reduce the hazard of gas
explosions.

15. Be able to describe stripmining methods.

16. Be able to name ecological problems associated with shipmining.

He should be able to name major periods of coal formation.

Be able to name the location of coal deposits in Canada.

Be able to describe the formation of coal.

Be able to name types of coal.

Be able to name the composition of the major coal types.

Be able to name the major coal forming minerals.

Be able to name the propertiesand uses of the different types
of coal.


